
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Nowadays, movie is broadly spread in Indonesia. Indonesian people are

infatuating both movies that are produced in Indonesia itself and movies that

are produced in abroad. To understand Indonesian movie, for normal

Indonesian people have no difficulty. Nevertheless, they still find so much

difficulty to understand English movie, such as they do not know what the

actors had said and they solely master little bit English vocabularies.

Consequently, it becomes such a big barrier for them to know and understand

overall story. Therefore, the translation efforts in movie or subtitling have a

significant role and necessity to help Indonesian people easily understand it.

Translation is a process to convert a source language into target language

by operating language in such a way, of course based on the translator

creativity, to create an equivalent message as close as possible toward the

authors’ intention (in SL text). Thus, it can be defined that the core of

translation is only a process of transferring the intended message from source

language text into target language text by processing source language text in

order it is equivalent with the SL text. The translator may do some strategies

to achieve equivalence; one of the strategies is by doing shift. Shift is a

change of form and function from source language (SL) to target language

(TL). For instance, it occurs in part of speech and phrase.
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Here, the researcher will analyze shifts occur in verb and verb phrase of the

Avengers movie and its subtitling.

The Avengers movie is categorized into an action superhero. It released

on May 4th, 2012. The film director is Joss Whedon. There are 11 actors; they

are Robert Downey, Jr., Chris Evans, Mark Ruffalo, Chris Hemsworth,

Scarlet Johansson, Jeremy Renner, Tom Hiddleston, Clark Gregg, Cobie

Smulders, Stellan Skarsgard, and Samuel L. Jackson. The film duration is

143 minutes and the music order is Alan Silvestri. This movie tells us that a

superhero, Steve Rogers (Captain America), acted with the other five

superheroes, those are Ironman, Thor, Hulk, Hawkeye (Hawk), and Black

Widow. There is a cube power crystal named Tesseract. It is used by Red

Skull as his power source. Finally, Captain America has been successful to

take Tesseract from Red Skull but his plane fell in Antarctica. Fortune, he

was not dead. He solely frozen and he could be taken up after 70 years fall

asleep.

Meanwhile, the Tesseract is found and saved by America government.

In this Avengers movie, Tesseract is used as an object of the research by one

of American division named S.H.I.E.L.D (Supreme Headquarters

International Espionage, Law- Enforcement Division). This division is led by

Nicky Fury. Unluckily, the existence of Tesseract is known by Loki, he is a

creature from Asgard planet. He has a huge willing to direct Earth planet.

Although Asgard and Earth Planet are so far, but Loki could arrive in the

post of S.H.I.E.L.D. In fact, creatures come from Asgard Planet, is stronger
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than Earth Planet. It is easy for Loki to take Tesseract crystal. Besides, he

also has a supernatural stick that was able to conquer Prof. Erick Selvig and

Clint Barton to be his slave. He plans to use his power to open from Asgard

Planet to Earth Planet, therefore he can call his Chitauri troops to attack

Earth Planet. Then Nick Fury, director of S.H.I.E.L.D., who knows about

this, form a team (consist of superheroes). The team is named as the

Avengers. The Avengers team consists of Captain America (Steve Rogers), a

super army; Ironman (Tony Stark), a genius and intelligent man; Thor,  a

human of Asgard Planet, he uses his power to protect Earth Planet; Hulk

(Dr. Bruce Banner), a scientist who comes into contact with gamma boom

explosion, if he is angry, he will be a green giant; and Black Widow (Natasha

Romanov), she does not have a certain power, she is only good at self-

defense art.

 It is important to analyze translation shift on verb and verb phrase of the

Avengers movie and its subtitling because the researcher finds many various

shifts of verb and verb phrase. Indeed, it will prove that shift of verb and verb

phrase in the Avengers movie’s subtitling has a big influence to create

equivalence in translation and to help the viewers in understanding the plot

and the contained message easily.

Here are some examples of the translation shift of verbs and verb

phrases that occur in the Avengers movie and its subtitling:

SL  : And the humans, what can they do but burn.
TL : Dan manusia, apa yang bisa mereka lakukan selain musnah.
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  In the sentence above, a shift occurs in a verb phrase can do

and burn. Firstly, can do is categorized into verb phrase because it

shows action what the human does. The function is as predicate of a

noun clause. Moreover, it is also marked by the helping verb can and

infinitive verb do. Meanwhile, in the target language text, it is

translated into a noun phrase yang bisa mereka lakukan. Yang bisa

mereka lakukan is categorized into noun phrase because the core of

phrase yang bisa (mereka) lakukan is apa. Apa is a question word

that refers to the humans. Then, the humans itself is noun. Therefore,

it is categorized into level shift, i.e. verb phrase can do is translated

into noun phrase yang bisa (mereka) lakukan.

  Then, a verb burn is marked by the conjunction but, which

shows equality with the part of speech of the previous word that is

do. Besides, it shows action and tells what the subject (they/ the

humans) does. Yet, in this target language, the verb burn is translated

into an adjective musnah. Musnah is categorized into an adjective.

The marker of adjective is the word selain. Thus, it is classified into

category shift, exactly class shift.

SL  : We should tell them to go back to sleep.
TL : Kita suruh mereka kembali tidur.

In the sentence above, there are one verb phrase and two

verbs, they are verb phrase should tell and two verbs, that is go and

sleep. They are classified into verbs because they show action and

tell what the subject we do. Should tell is categorized into verb
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phrase because there is helping verb should and a main verb tell.

Nevertheless, the translator translates the verb phrase should tell into

a verb suruh. The marker of a verb suruh, i.e. it is placed after

subject, and it shows action. Therefore, it can be categorized as a

level shift.  Then, the verb go is not translated in TL.

SL  : Doors open from both sides.
TL : Pintu terbuka dari kedua sisi.

In the sentence above, there is a verb open in the active

form. The marker of open is a verb in active and infinitive form. In

addition, it is put after subject doors, and it shows action.

Nevertheless, in TL, the translator translates it into a verb terbuka in

the passive form. The marker of passive form verb, i.e. it is placed

after subject and it is begun with prefix ter- + verb buka. So, it is

categorized into category shift, exactly a structural shift because

there is shift from SL open (active form) into TL terbuka (passive

form).

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested in

analyzing a research entitled “A Translation Shift Analysis on Verb and Verb

Phrase of the Avengers Movie and Its Subtitling”. In this case, the researcher

focuses on a translation shift of verbs and verb phrases.

B. Limitation of the Study

In this research, the researcher concerns in the categories of translation

shifts and the markers of translation shifts of verb and verb phrase and the

equivalence of the translation of verb and verb phrase in the Avengers movie
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and its subtitling. The researcher solely limits on verbs and verb phrases

because in this movie, the researcher acquires so many shifts that occur in

verbs and verb phrases. The limitation is done in order to get the best and

specific findings. The occurred equivalences and shifts are analyzed by using

A Linguistic Theory of Translation written by J. C. Catford (1965) and the

marker of translation shift is analyzed by using Tata Bahasa Praktis Bahasa

Indonesia written by Abdul Chaer (2011)

C. Problem Statement

Based on the background of the study above, the researcher intends to

analyze the problems below:

1. What categories of the translation shift and the markers of translation

shifts of verb and verb phrase are found in the Avengers movie and its

subtitling?

2. How is the equivalence of verb and verb phrase found in the Avengers

movie and its subtitling?

D. Objective of the Study

Based on the research problems above, the researcher formulates the

following objectives,

1. to categorize the translation shifts and the markers of translation shifts

of verb and verb phrase which are found in the Avengers movie and its

subtitling.

2. to portray the equivalence of verb and verb phrase found in the Avengers

movie and its subtitling.
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E. Benefit of the Study

  The researcher hopes that this research has several benefits, those are:

1. Theoretical Benefits

a) For Students

This research can be alternative for students to deeply learn

translation shift again.

b) For Lecturers

It enables lecturers to utilize this research as an additional

reference in teaching learning process on translation shift analysis,

notably verb and verb phrase.

c) For Other Researchers

It can be utilized to give description as regard how to analyze

translation shift that occurs on verb and verb phrase if the data are

taken from movie.

2. Practical Benefits

a) For Subtitler

It can be used as a description as regard how to translate subtitling

and what must be taken into account in order the result of subtitling

translation is equivalence toward the SL sentence.

b) For Viewers

It assists viewers to understand the overall story and to enlarge

their understanding on translation shift analysis especially verb and

verb phrase.
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c) For Students

It enriches and enlarges students’ knowledge on translation shift

examples that occurs on verb and verb phrase.

F. Previous Study

The researcher finds some previous researches related to this research.

The first previous research was carried out by Safitri (UMS, 2008) with her

research entitled Translation Shifts of Verbs and Verbs Phrases in Novel s

Jodi Picoult My Sister s Keeper into Penyelamat Kakakku. Her research

objective is both classifying the translation shifts and describing the

equivalence of verbs and verb phrases in Novel’s Jodi Picoult: My Sister s

Keeper into Penyelamat Kakakku. She applied a descriptive qualitative

research. The data are texts containing verb and verb phrase found in the data

source that have shift. She used documentation in collecting data through

reading the novel, underlying the data, coding the data, which contains verb,

and verb phrases found in the Novel’s Jodi Picoult: My Sister s Keeper into

Penyelamat Kakakku. The object of her research is verbs and verb phrases.

The outcome of her research is first; there are two translation shifts of verb

and verb phrase that is category and level shift.  There are 29 data or 19%

which belong to category shift, it comprises verb is translated into noun, verb

is translated into adverb, verb is translated into adjective, linking verb is

translated into adverb, linking verb is translated into noun and verb is not

translated. Afterward, there are 121 data or 81% which belong to level shift,

they are verb is translated into verb phrase, linking verb is translated into
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verb phrase, verb phrase is translated into noun, verb phrase is translated into

verb and verb phrase is translated into adjective. Therefore, the dominated

data are level shift. Second, the equivalence of translation 147 data or 98%

and non-equivalence data are 3 data or 27%.

The second previous research was accomplished by Dewi (UMS, 2004)

with her research entitled Translation Shift of Nouns on Harry Potter and the

Chamber of Secret into Harry Potter dan Kamar Rahasia. The goal of her

research is to classify the types of nouns and to describe the translation shifts

and the markers of translation shift of nouns in Novel Harry Potter and the

Chamber of Secret and its translation Harry Potter dan Kamar Rahasia. To

accomplish her research, she used a descriptive qualitative method. The data

are sentences containing nouns. In gathering the data, she drew by using

documentation through reading the novel Harry Potter and The chamber

Secret and its translation, underlining all nouns, writing them down on paper

and giving code. The object of her research is nouns. The findings of her

research show that first, type of noun is divided into three classifications, and

they are classified by meaning, by form and by the way to form. There are

three types of noun that are classified by meaning, i.e. proper noun, concrete

noun, abstract noun, and collective noun. There are four types of noun, are

classified by form, i.e. compound noun, verb form that is used as noun,

adverb form that is used as noun and adjective form that is used as noun.

Then, there are two types of noun, are classified by the way to form, namely

plural inflectional form of noun and derivational form of noun. Second, there
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are two classifications of translation shifts that are occurred. They are

category shifts 1301 data or 98, 63% and level shift 18 data or 1, 42%. The

last, there are eight markers found in SL comprise article, demonstrative

adjective, possessive adjective, verb, adjective, preposition, noun phrase, and

the function of word within a sentence and ten markers found in TL consist

of modifier itu and yang, article, adverb, conjunction, noun, noun phrase,

compound noun, preposition, affixes and also the function of word within a

sentence.

The third previous research was carried out by Hastyanti (UMS, 2005)

with her research entitled A Translation Analysis of Passive Voice Sentence

in Journey and its Translation. The aim of her research is to classify the

translation shifts passive voice of sentence structure English passive voice

into Indonesian novel Journey and to describe the equivalence of passive

sentence in the novel Journey and its translation. She applied descriptive

qualitative research. The data of her research are English sentences

containing passive voice and its translation in Indonesian. In gathering the

data, she used documentation by reading the Novel and its translation,

underlying the analyzed data, and coding the data that contain verbs and verb

phrases. The object of her research is passive voice. The result of her

research is firstly, there are eight translation shifts, they are simple passive

voice sentence is translated into simple passive voice sentence, simple

passive voice sentence is translated into simple active voice sentences,

complex passive voice sentence is translated into complex active voice
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sentence, compound-complex passive voice sentence is translated into

complex passive voice sentence, compound-complex passive voice sentence

is translated into compound passive voice sentences, compound passive voice

sentence is translated into complex passive voice sentence, complex passive

voice sentence is translated into simple passive voice sentence, and

compound-complex passive voice sentence is translated into simple passive

voice sentence. Secondly is the equivalent data reach 61,53% and the non-

equivalent data are 38,46 %.

The similarity of the first previous research with the present research

both focuses on verbs and verb phrases. The objective of the first previous

research with the present research is describing the equivalence of verbs and

verb phrases. The similarity toward the second previous research is both

analyzes translation shift. The similarity toward the third research is both

analyzing shift and equivalence in translation. While the differences between

the first previous and the present research is first, the data source, the data

source of the first previous research is taken from Novel’s Jodi Picoult: My

Sister s Keeper into Penyelamat Kakakku. Nevertheless, the data source of

present research is from the Avengers movie and its subtitling. Second, the

objective of the first previous research is translation shift on verbs and verb

phrases only while this present research is translation shift and the markers

both source and target text.  Then, the difference between the second

previous researches with the present research relates to the objective of the

study, data source, and object of research. First, the objective of the second
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previous research concerned to classify types of noun and described the

translation shifts and the markers of the translation of nouns while the present

research concerns to categorize the translation shift and the markers and to

portray the equivalence of verb and verb phrase and its subtitling.  Second,

the data source of the second previous research are taken from the novel

entitled Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secret into Harry Potter dan

Penyalamat Kakakku but the present research is taken from the Avengers

movie and its subtitling. Last, the object of research of the second previous

research was nouns but the present research is verbs and verb phrases. Then,

the differences between the third previous researches with the present

research are the object and data source. First, the object of the third previous

research is passive voice while this present research is verbs and verb phrase.

Second, the data source of the third previous research are taken from novel

entitled Journey and its translation while this present research is taken from

movie entitled the Avengers and its subtitling.

This research is different with the previous research about verb and

verb phrase because this present research analyzes the data by explaining its

markers both source and target language while the previous research about

verb and verb phrase explaining data without its markers both source and

target language.

G. Research Paper Organization

 In this chapter, the researcher breaks it down into five chapters, those are
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 In chapter I, the researcher presents the introduction; it comprises

background of the study, limitation of the study, problem statement, objective

of the study, benefit of the study, previous study and research paper

organization.

Chapter II is underlying theory, it encompasses first, translation; notion

of translation, process of translation, translation principles, equivalence in

translation, translation shift and translation assessment. Second, part of

speech; English and Indonesian part of speech, it comprises verb, noun,

adjective, adverb, and particle word. Third, kind of phrase; phrase in English

and Indonesia, it consists of verb phrase, noun phrase, adjective phrase, and

adverb phrase. Fourth is compound word. Fifth is reduplication and the last is

subtitling.

 Chapter III is research method; it deals with type of the research, object

of the research, data and data source, method of collecting data and technique

for analyzing data.

 Chapter IV is research finding and discussion. It elaborates the

translation shift and its markers and the equivalence of verb and verb phrase

found in the Avengers movie and its subtitling.

Chapter V is conclusion and suggestion.


